II

"Publish Glad Tidings"
Breathes there a man with soul so dead
That never to himself hath said:
'1 will my own church paper take
Both for myself and family's sake'?
If such there be, let him repent,
And have the paper to him sent;
And if he'd spend a happy winter,
He in advance should pay the printer.

THUS DID THE Arkansas Methodist on January 23, 1941, refer to the
perennial problem of supporting the church paper. The situation in
Arkansas has been typical of most of the church: The church paper
has had to struggle constantly against inadequate support.
At the same time, it must be said that the Arkansas Methodist (sometim~s with a different name) has been one of the chief influences for
informing the church's constituency, for mobilizing it to thought and
action, and for creating a considerable sense of unity among the Arkansas people called Methodists. The paper is an invaluable source for learning what Southern Methodists thought and did from the 1880s until
merger in 1939 and what Methodists and United Methodists have
done since then. (No copies of the paper have been found earlier than
the 1884.)
Parenthetically, we must note an important source for Methodist Episcopal Church activities in Arkansas following the Civil War in The
Methodist Herald (1889-74?) .1 It was published in Russellville for a
time and later in Harrison. The Protestant Record, a publication for the
Methodist Protestant Church west of the Mississippi River, was published at Magnolia and edited by Dr. J. W. Harper, pastor of the church
there in the 1880s. Unfortunately, no copies have been found.
Arkansas Methodist Publishing Data 2

The following tabulation shows changes in the name, management,
and editorship of the Arkansas Methodist and its predecessors across the
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years. It includes only what will be considered official conference papers,
although this distinction is hard to keep clear in some cases.

1866-70
1870-80

Title
Memphis and Arkansas Christian
Advocate
Memphis Christian Advocate
Memphis and Arkansas Christian
Advocate
Memphis, Arkansas and Ouachita
Advocate
Memphis and Arkansas Christian
Advocate
Arkansas Christian Advocate
Western Methodist

1880-82

Western Methodist

1882
1882-84

Arkansas Methodist
Arkansas Methodist

1884-87

Arkansas Methodist

1887-89

Arkansas Methodist

1889-94

Arkansas Methodist

1894-1904

Arkansas Methodist

1904-1906

Arkansas Methodist

1906-1907

Western Christian Advocate

Dates
1851-54
1854-56
1856
1857-62
1865

1907-1913

Western Methodist

1.913-1.915

WnJem MeJlJodiJJ

1916-1940
1941
1942-48
1948-60
1961-73
1973-

Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas

Methodist
Methodist
Methodist
Methodist
Methodist
Methodist

Editors and
Publishers
Francis A. Owen, editor
]. E. Cobb, editor
Samuel Watson, editor
Samuel Watson, editor
Samuel Watson, editor
J. E. Cobb, editor
W. C. Johnson and
R. W. Blew
W. C. Johnson and
Jerome Haralson
]. W. Boswell
S. G. Colburn, J. W.
Boswell and Julien
C. Brown
A. R. Winfield, J. H.
Dye, and A. Emonson
Z. T. Bennett and
A. Emonson
Z. T. Bennett and
George Thornburgh
]. E. Godbey
George Thornburgh
James A. Anderson and
A. C. Millar
Anderson, Millar, and
P. R. Eaglebarger

W B. Hays, Frank
Barrett, and L. F.
Blankenship
A. C. Millar
Gaston Foote
Edward T. Wayland
Ewing T. Wayland
Alfred A. Knox
John S. Workman

A few comments will clarify some questions about the list above. The
paper before 1866 was a joint venture with the Memphis Conference;
the Rev. J. E. Cobb was an Arkansas preacher, and Owen, Watson,
and Johnson were Memphis Conference members. Samuel Watson, after
he left the editorship of the Memphis and Arkansas Christian Advocate,
launched The Christian Index, a paper for the Colored Methodist Episcopal Church which was separated from the Southern Methodists in
1870-71.
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George Thornburgh filled many
positions in Arkansas Methodism,
not the least being that of business manager of the Arkansas
Methodist for fourteen years,
1889-1903.

Cooperation with the Memphis Conference continued from 1851 . to
1882 (except for the war years, when publication ceased) . From 1906
to 1915 Arkansas conferences and the Oklahoma Conference(s) cooperated in issuing the Western Christian Advocate and the Western
Methodist. The Rev. P. R. Eaglebarger represented Oklahoma on the
editorial staff. W. B. Hays and Frank Barrett were Arkansas preachers.
Edward T. Wayland, descendant of pioneer Methodists on Eli Lindsey's
first circuit in 1816-17, is the father of his successor, Ewing T. Way land,
now General Secretary-elect (as of May, 1976) of the denomination's
Council on Finance and Administration.
Paper Reflects the Editor

The Methodist papers in Arkansas have reflected the personalities of
their editors. This is to be expected, of course, although a denominational
paper is in a sense the voice of the church and not of an independent
editor and publisher, as is true of a secular paper or magazine. Yet Arkansas Methodist editors have been allowed remarkable freedom to
express their opinions editorially. Rarely are they officially challenged on
this score.
Strong Editors Sometimes Brought Controversy

From time to time outspoken editors have engaged in controversy.
One time was in 1887 when Dr. A. R. Winfield became involved in
a lawsuit because of doctrinal controversies, evidently with "the Rev.
Mr. Robinson," 3 probably of another denomination. The conferences
went on record as standing behind Dr. Winfield, though Arkansas Conference suggested it did not always approve his methods 4 and White
River Conference said: "We regret the manner and spirit manifested
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in editorial controversies ... [the paper} should be ... profitably instructive and edifying to its readers." 5 We have noted elsewhere a
heated controversy over temperance between Dr. Winfield and D. A.
Brower of the Arkansas Gazette in 1885.
Some of the discontent with Dr. Winfield surfaced at the Arkansas
Conference in 1886, meeting at Van Buren, according to the Rev. J. A.
Walden:
Anderson [J.A.}, Matthews [B.C. or W.D.} and Hill [G.W.} had somewhat against Dr. Winfield's paper, the Arkansas Methodist and it took most of
six hours to get through with the discussion. I was tired and disgusted. Dr.
Winfield can talk longer, more of it, make fewer points, be more clownish
than any Methodist preacher I know of.•

But he adds that the conference was one of "harmony and brotherly
love." And these last few years of Winfield's life (he died in 1888)
must not dim our view of this unusually gifted man. Dr. James A. Anderson, a colleague in the conference and later himself the editor of the
paper, wrote of him:
We can recall no man who has been so conspicuously useful in so many
departments of the life of our church in Arkansas .... He was a great preacher,
ever ready on the instant to pour out torrents of eloquence, capturing his
audience. . . . We had no important institution in which his influence was
not felt . . . !

The editor who followed Dr. Winfield, the Rev. Z. T. Bennett, also
had his critics for what was called his sectarianism. Dr. B. H. Greathouse, prominent pastor and later state senator, charged in a letter
(which Bennett published) that his sectarian writing caused "a great
waste of ammunition that might be better used in bringing men to
Christ. . . . " 8 Those years, of course, were ones in which Methodists
engaged in vigorous debates-among themselves and with those in other
denominations.
Millar Twenty-Seven Years An Editor

The ideas and viewpoints of Dr. A. C. Millar were definitely reflected
in the Arkansas Methodist and the Western Christian Advocate during
the twenty-seven years he served as their editor. For another span of nine
years, he had a nominal relation to the paper. Dr. Millar had a fertile
mind, and he was ahead of his day on many issues. Yet he managed to
"make his case" with most of his constituents, and his obvious humanitarian concerns allayed any possible charge of self serving. He was also
a strong advocate of the basic Christian virtues-sobriety, purity, honesty, fidelity-and led the temperance/prohibition forces in the state for
many years.
In his first period of editorship, which he shared as junior editor with
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Dr. James A. Anderson from October 5, 1904 through 1906, he espoused many causes that were new in a church paper. Millar's role was
more in the business task than the editorial, but he worked in both areas.
In his first editorial, he referred to "seeing in Arkansas and her sturdy
people unbounded possibilities." 9 Soon those sturdy Arkansans were
hearing about the relation of religion to ( 1) a proposed Arkansas
Methodist hospital; ( 2) the humane society; ( 3) the preservation of
Arkansas natural resources (soil, timber, water) ; ( 4) the necessity
of good roads; ( 5) the need for honest officials and for revising the
state's Constitution; ( 6) the possibility of a W odd Congress; and ( 7)
the possibilities of a federation of American Methodism with three general conferences--one each for the North, the South, and the West. There
were frequent demands for better race relations-the elimination of
lynching, of stereotyping, injustice, and unkindness.
A challenge to the Methodists of Arkansas came in an editorial in
1906 called "the New South." It was a call that they be ready for a new
day that would utilize the iron of Birmingham, the textile factories moving South, the coal available in the South, the promise of better use of
soil-"the new energies, new thrift, new people, new industries, new
enterprises, a new sense of the dignity of labor." 10
What does this mean for the church, the editors asked. What will material prosperity do to our people, they wisely wondered. Among their
answers as to needed action were proposals to equip "our schools and
endow our colleges," build hospitals and orphanages, develop "religious
papers of commanding influence," foster a mighty spirit of evangelism,
and create thousands of better churches. Obviously, these editors were
insightful and concerned for the church of the future. "Arkansas," they
said, "is bounding now to a mighty future."
Dr. Anderson's Part

We must not neglect to credit Dr. James A. Anderson with his share
of this new thrust spearheaded by the Methodist paper. When he became editor, he had been in the conference twenty-five years; and he had
thirty more active ones! Dr. 0. E. Goddard wrote:
At 75 he was still the dominant spirit in his conference.. .. He was a
proponent and leader of the progressive movements of the Conference .. . He
fought bravely ... and successfully our educational battles in the long ago ...
He was truly a great preacher. . .. Bishops came, and Bishops went but each
Bishop found him indispensable in making appointments . .. He was chosen .. .
to write the Centennial HiJtory of ArkanJaJ MethodiJm [a service through
which he} immortalized himself."

The fifty-five and a half years of active ministerial service by Dr. Anderson are evidently a record in Arkansas. Nineteen and a half were
given to the pastorate, nine to the editorship, and twenty-seven as presiding elder. In contrast, Dr. Millar gave fifty-four active years to the
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conference-and was never a pastor! Yet he did more preaching than
many men in the pastorate.
Sparring With Other Methodist Editors

Sometimes Arkansas editors got into disputes with other Methodist
editors. The Arkansas editors were not averse to defending their positions. In 1906 the Arkansas' Methodist expressed criticism of Dr. George
C. Rankin of the Texas Christian Advocate because of Dr. Rankin's pronouncements on a doctrinal issue:

Dr. A. C. Millar served with
the Arkansas . Methodist . for
twenty-seven years, espousing
many causes in his tenure.

Dr. Rankin ... assumes to play the Nestor of the Southern Methodist
press. His attitude toward his editorial brethren is one of too much pretension.
He imagines that they wince under his logic and under his fearlessness when,
as a matter of fact, his unfairness and his rudeness stirs their indignation.
Nobody yet elected him to be Arch-editor.12

Again in 1915-16 the same two papers had an encounter over the
question of whether the Southern Church should seek to hold on to its
relationship to Vanderbilt University. This produced long and involved
columns of charges and countercharges before it died down.
A C .M.E. Feud

Colored Episcopal Methodists in Arkansas also found strong editorial
fare in their churchwide paper, The Christian Index, from time to time.
In 1928 the Earle District of the C.M.E. Arkansas Conference, meeting
at Vincent, heard pleas for harmony and peace in the church at large.
C. A. Nelson put it succinctly by saying, "Quit throwing rocks." 13 They
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were referring to a bitter battle in the Index between its editor, George
C. Parker, and Bishop C. H. Phillips. The issue grew out of charges
of ministerial misconduct and episcopal power and prerogatives. Parker
wrote that the bishop suffered from "ego-mania, swelling of the head,
and palm-greasing apoplexy." 14
Paper Reflects the Times

The church paper for Arkansas Methodists reflected the times in
which it found itself from generation to generation. When the church
spoke clearly, the paper spoke clearly. When the church was ambivalent,
the paper's stance was one of uncertainty. For example, the church and
the paper have always given high priority to the place of proclaiming
the gospel of Jesus Christ (whether called evangelism or proclamation
or witnessing). Both have always been straightforward in supporting
causes that were clearly based on Christian morality or ethics. But on
issues where the Christian teaching or ethic was still unclear, the paper
has understandably been hesitant to proclaim, "Thus saith the Lord."
Revivals-and Sam Jones
Revivalism-at least of a certain
issue on which Arkansas Methodists
clear in the days of the Sam Jones'
Nineteenth Century. Listen to these

type-has been an example of an
were divided. This became acutely
campaigns in Arkansas in the late
opinions:

We will not say Bro. Jones is not a good man, or that he is not accomplishing good. But we seriously object to his style, and doubt the final results as
to whether he will have accomplished more good than evil.
. . . As to revivals, I endorse them from the beginning to end .... I would
like to say here I think Peter was surely a Methodist preacher . ... Because he
had too much fire for a Presbyterian, was instrumental in too big a meeting
for an Episcopalian, and backslid too far for a Baptise, and lase but not lease
was ignorant just like many of our preachers have been and are yet. 15
Catchy revival methods have brought many unconverted persons into the
church and have weakened it by the vain effort to assimilate an unregenerate
mass of humanity. All methods chat discount the divine agency in renewing
the heart are diabolical devices and hurtful in the extreme.' •

The Arkansas Methodist reflected this uncertainty over Sam Jones '
methods by cautiously writing:
Unique in manner, speech, tone, and gesture, he employs wit, and sarcasm
and pathos and wonderful readiness and aptness in rebuking and warning,
admonishing and encouraging his hearers.
Few candid hearers will deny chat he is doing good-much good in many
ways-but from the peculiar surroundings and the methods employed it is
impossible co approximate how many sinners will be awakened and converted .. .. None can safely or reasonably estimate how many souls are won
to Christ."
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Sensitivity on Slavery and Race

An example of how the Arkansas Christian Advocate in 1866 reflected its times was told by the Rev. J. R. Sanders many years later.
Sanders was serving as an assistant on the paper when the editor, the
Rev. J. E. Cobb, attended the General Conference in New Orleansthe first for the Southern Methodists since the Civil War began. As
Cobb left, he gave specific instructions to John Sanders about inserting
a certain article while he was gone:
"Now John, be sure to put an article in out of the Guide to Holiness, on
first page, under heading of Christian Perfection, where the page is turned
down" . . . but said nothing of two pages being turned down. Unfortunately
he had overlooked the fact that he had turned down another leaf at an article
in the same book, severely condemning slavery, intending at a future date to
criticize it in an editorial in the Advocate. All who knew Bro. Cobb were not
in any doubt about his being strongly Southern in his views.
The next week I took the said "Guide to Holiness" and opened it at the
place of said article condemning slavery, the page being turned down, and put
it into rype ... for the next issue. The Advocate went out to its many readers,
and several copies were sent to Bro. Cobb at New Orleans, which he distributed.
Soon the editor of the New York Methodist saw the said article . . . and
published an editorial congratulating Bro. Cobb upon such supposed change of
views upon ... slavery ... Bro. Cobb ... at once wrote an editorial ... for
the next issue fully explaining how the accident occurred, and heading the
article, "The Devil to Blame." 18

Another example in which the Arkansas Methodist reflected its times
was in its attitude towards the Negro at the turn of the century. While
calling for civic and economic fairness, the paper still clung to the idea
that the Negro must keep "his place":
This is a white man's country and by right of nature white men ought to
rule it and direct its course. It is absurd to think that we shall ever consent
that [the Negro} race ... can be admitted to any important share in the government of the country.... It will never be done ... We owe the Negro kindness ... sympathetic cooperation ... but we do not owe it to him to ... put
him over us to govern us. 19

Provides a Record of Church Life

One of the basic tasks of the Arkansas Methodist has been to report
what the church has been thinking, saying, and doing. On this score it
has done well. At times it has done this better than at other times. Since
no copies have been found earlier than 1884 a historian of Arkansas
Methodism must draw heavily on such sources as the Arkansas Gazette
to learn about Methodists in the early years. It did not specialize in
church news; but it did not ignore it, either, and we are grateful for
what it did print. Early chapters of this book reveal our indebtedness to
the Gazette. Of course we were often frustrated to find the Gazette reporting on national statistics of the Methodists rather than on Arkansas
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Methodists. But the Gazette figured that Arkansas Methodists knew what
they were doing in Arkansas but didn't know so much about Methodists
elsewhere.
The Methodist has reported local church, district, conference, jurisdictional (since 1939), general, and world-wide Methodist activities. It
has reported on significant meetings and movements. It has stood
for Methodist positions on moral and social issues, as we have seen.
At times it has carried series of articles or other features. One of the
most helpful is a historical series by the Rev. J. E. Caldwell ( 18331920), telling in detail his "Recollections of My Itinerant Life" in Arkansas across many years. These appeared in issues of the Arkansas
Methodist in 1890 and 1891 and have been quoted already in these
pages.
At times sermons or sermon series have been printed. One such series
was in 1941 when there appeared sermons by the Rev. (now bishop)
Aubrey G. Walton, James E. Major, Joel Cooper, and Fred G. Roebuck.
In the same year, the Rev. (now bishop) Paul V. Galloway provided
a series of articles on pastoral work; and Dr. 0 . E. Goddard had an article on "Preparing for a Revival." Two articles on the educational program were printed--one by pastor C. Ray Hozendorf of Mena and one
by church school superintendent J. R. Henderson of Winfield Church,
Little Rock.
The paper has explained and defended the Methodist system-such
as its itinerant system, of which it said, early in this century:
In 1917 the Arkansas Methodist conducted a contest for 1,000
new subscriptions, offering a prize to the Epworth League securing the largest number. This cartoon depicts the contest as
an auto race.
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The Methodist preacher is sent . . . Other churches have
securing ministers, but in all instances he is God's minister.
hireling.... He may not be, and often he is not, a great man.
and often he is not, a man of learning, but he must be above
messenger, a man of pure heart and a consecrated life." 0

other modes of
. . . He is no
He may not be,
all things God's

Criticizing the Establishment

The paper espoused the "open cabinet" years before it came. In 1905
the editors said some secrecy may be necessary "to avoid needless friction," yet they added, "We do not believe in an ironclad secrecy ... nor
is it often practiced." 21 By 1916 Rev. J. F. Jernigan wrote an article
called "The Open Cabinet," in which he said "Is it coming? It seems so.
Well, let 'er come.... " 22
Reports and evaluations of the newly elected bishops were also carried in some periods. Following the election of four new bishops in 1886,
the paper wrote:
All good men and true, and capable of good service. As preachers they will
rank middling, as Bishops the church will receive them joyfully, and they will
help forward our Zion. . . . Duncan [W.W.] is genial and strong. Hendrix
[Eugene R.] classical, and precise. Galloway [Charles B.] clearheaded and full of
fire. Key [Joseph S.] slow, firm, and stately. All of them pure Methodists, and all
really Episcopal."

And Preserving the Past

Another significant feature provided in the Western Methodist in
1908, 1909, and 1910 was printing for the first time the minutes of
the Indian Mission Conference for 1844 through 185 7 (except for
1852). Dates of the appearance of these minutes are:
1844-December 17, 1908 and
January 7, 1909
1845-January 14, 1909
1846-January 21, 1909
1847-January 28, 1909
1848-February 11, 1909
1849-February 25, 1909

1850-March 18, 1909
1851-March 11, 1909
1852- ?
1853-June 3, 1909
1854-August 18, 1910
1855-August 25, 1910
1856-September 1, 1910
1857-September 8, 1910

No explanation is found for the omission of the minutes for 1852.24
These minutes have never been printed elsewhere, and none were
printed as annual journals until the 1880s.
An additional featufe carried from 1907 to 1915 when the Indian
Mission Conference participated in supporting the Western Methodist
was a frequent column of Choctaw news printed in the Choctaw language. During the period of 1906-18, there was no Indian Mission
Conference (once a part of Arkansas Conference) but a predominantly
white Oklahoma Conference (later two) with Indian work a small
segment, almost overlooked.
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Gaston Foote: Interim Editor
At the death of Dr. Millar late in 1940, Dr. Gaston Foote, a Texan
transplanted to Arkansas in 1936 to serve Winfield Church when
Marshall Steel moved to Dallas, was asked to serve as editor until a
permanent selection could be made. He continued as pastor at Winfield
and was editor for a little less than a year. But in that time, he distinguished himself for his interest in the affairs of Arkansas Methodism
and for his clear, incisive editorials. He served just as the United States
was moving toward involvement in World War II, and he editorialized
strongly against U. S. participation.
Never have people hated war any more than they do today . . .. Yet, never
have they planned total war on such a gigantic scale as they plan it today . . . .
When [the Prince of Peace} truly comes [into our world}, war is impossible!"

As he left the office, Dr. Foote was praised by his successor in glowing
terms:
No man in Arkansas Methodism, in recent years, has rendered a more
distinctive, timely, valuable service to our church than has Dr. Gaston Foote
in the remarkable work he has done in leading the Arkansas Methodist safely
through what has possibly been the most uncertain, perilous year of its long
history .. . Dr. Foote has been the primary factor in saving the Arkansas
Methodist to the Church. It is not enough to say that he saved the paper,
possibly, from being discontinued .. . . Under his wise, capable leadership he
brought the Arkansas Methodist to . . . the highest favor, with the masses of
our church that it has enjoyed for years. 26

The Waylands: Father and Son
The second longest editorship was held by the father and son team
of Dr. Edward T. Wayland and the Rev. Ewing T. Wayland who together served from 1942 to 1960. The father began as editor in the fall
of 1941. In the issue for November 20, Dr. Wayland declared that the
paper would stand for justice and righteousness in all relationships;
that it would not be the tool of any agency inside or outside the church;
that it would cooperate with any agencies seeking to promote human
welfare; and that its primary purpose would be to promote the work
of the Methodist Church in Arkansas but never in a narrow manner.
A campaign for subscribers in January 1942 brought an increase of
sixty-six per cent in subscriptions, up to 15,000. During the first year,
an indebtedness of $2,000 was cleared off. Quotas for subscriptions were
assigned to each district. The subscriptions, by careful planning, were
increased to over 19,000 by 1947.
By 1948 the younger Wayland was carrying more and more of the
responsibility, and that year the two Waylands were elected joint editors
and managers. Circulation continued to rise during the year.
Dr. Virgil D. Morris of Louisiana Conference, a former member of
Little Rock Conference, approached Dr. Aubrey G. Walton, chairman
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of the Joint Commission on the Arkansas Methodist, with a proposal
that the Waylands issue a Louisiana Methodist edition. The New Orleans
Christian Advocate had been discontinued in 1946, after nearly 100
years of service. The plan was approved and the new paper launched.
A goal of 35,000 subscribers was set for the two. The Waylands also
supervised the operation of an area Office of Methodist Information,
begun in 1953.
By 1957 when the senior Wayland retired, he could take pride in a
stable, financially sound enterprise which sixteen years before had been
somewhat fragile. The work now included three rather than two conferences. Circulation had gone from about 6,400 to 35 ,000. And, the
Board of Christian Literature in North Arkansas (where the Waylands
held their membership) pointed out, "he has also trained his
successor!" 27
During the early Wayland era, editorials dealt more with noncontroversial topics than otherwise; it was a time of prosperity and
of increasing membership; all seemed well with the world (and the
church), in the main. Yet, challenges and warnings were sounded:
"Arkansas has a race problem that is far from solution." 28 "It will be
necessary for the nations of the earth, the U.S. included, to surrender
some of their national aspirations and unite ... to work together for the
common good." 29 "The lynching of four Negroes ... [in Georgia] is
one of the most revolting, disgraceful crimes one could imagine . . . ." 30
"The conscience of Christian citizenship has been stabbed awak~ by
continued revelations of conditions in penal institutions in Arkansas." 31
And in 1957 editorial subjects are indicated by such headlines as
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"Do You Want a Federal Lottery?" "A U.S. of Europe," and "The Civil
Rights Issue." Then when the school crisis came that fall, Ewing Wayland "stood up and was counted" among those on the side of obeying
the Supreme Court.
Arkansas citizens have been treated ... to the spectacle of seeing their state
leaders fail to give the kind of moral and courageous leadership they have a
right to expect... . the Governor and his advisors . . . cast their lot on the
side including those whose purpose seems to be to set group against group, race
against race, and to disturb the tranquility of the people. 32

Several times later in the fall editorials called for calmness and
obedience to the Court-and for seeking the will of God in prayer.
In 1961 Ewing T. Wayland was offered-and accepted-the position
of editor of the national Christian Advocate. In 1963 he became editorial
director of both the Christian Advocate and the monthly church publication Together. In 1972 he became associate general secretary of what
is now designated the Council on Finance and Administration, which
handles all the general funds of the church amounting to some ninety
millions of dollars annually.
Dr. Wayland was elected in July, 1975, to succeed Dr. Bryan Brawner
as general secretary of the Council when the latter retires in May, 1976.
In this position he will become the chief fiscal officer of The United
Methodist Church, responsible for accounting for and disbursing the
funds contributed by ten million United Methodists. One member of
the search committee that nominated Dr. Wayland was Mr. William
M. Shepherd, lay leader of the Little Rock Conference and a member
of the Council who has a long record of devoted service to Arkansas
Methodism. Thus has a descendant of one of the oldest Methodist families in Arkansas been called to one of the most important tasks in
American Methodism.
The Knox Years

A more extensive use of pictures in the paper came with the editorship of Alfred A. Knox in 1961, though the Waylands had increased
picture use, also. Knox was an Arkansas native who had served previously as a pastor, as a chaplain in World War II, and with general
church agencies. It was his experience with audio-visuals in the chaplaincy that led him to experiment in using them in his church at Tuckerman. Later he provided guidance in the use of audiovisuals through
the columns of the Arkansas Methodist about 1946. This background
caused him to make large use of pictures in the paper when he became
editor. Certainly the increased use of pictures provided a much more satisfactory record of church life and activity. He came at the time when
journalistic styles, photographic advances, and printing techniques made
possible the expanded visual presentation that marked his era.
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Under Dr. Knox's editorship, a new printer was secured which resulted in better picture reproduction. New and bolder headline type
was used, so that the paper took on a sharper, clearer appearance.
When the nation became involved in the Vietnamese war he struggled with the moral dilemma it posed. On February 7, 1966 he wrote
that he saw no alternative but to continue the fighting until an acceptable compromise could be worked our. Nearly two years later he
wrote (November 9, 1967), "This editor is one who is being steadily
drawn in the direction of opposition to the war in Vietnam."
The career of Alfred Knox was cut short by illness that caused him
to take disability leave in 1973. Though bedridden and in varying degrees of pain much of the time, he kept up his spirits through his
Christian faith. In an interview in January, 1974, he discussed the
history of Arkansas Methodism, some of its great leaders, and its great
achievements. He had been conference secretary for five years; served
on various boards and agencies; and was active in civic affairs, such
as the Arkansas Association for the United Nations. He was press
officer for the First World Methodist Family Life Conference in England
in 1966 and made two editorial tours to Israel.
As he neared the time of his death (April 24, 1975), he seemed to be
sustained by the faith he had preached and written about. Perhaps he
recalled an editorial he prepared for the Arkansas Methodist of December 21, 1967, in which he wrote about "The Light Which the Darkness
Cannot Put Out":
. . . Each of you has his own personal recollections of the darkest dark he
can remember ... We remember that night before the invasion of Leyte during
World War II as we rode along the approach to the beachhead .. . the deepest
darkness we ever experienced. . . . We would . . . reaffirm at this Christmas
time that darkness has never possessed the power to put out the tiniest light....
especially the Light of the World. . . .

John S. Workman Takes Editor's Chair

A long line of ancestors who helped shape Arkansas Methodism were
back of the new editor as John S. Workman began his task in 1973.
Great-grandfather George Thornburgh had helped from 1889 to 1904
to keep the business end going and had "given to the Methodist the
confidence of the commercial world and the unqualified trust of the
church." 33 Grandfather J. M. Workman had been a Y.M.C.A. secretary, pastor, college president (Henderson Brown), and presiding
elder. "Few men have touched our lives in so many places of service"
wrote a friend of his. 34 Father James W. Workman has also-and is
now-serving Arkansas Methodists effectively. Two uncles and a brother add to the ministerial list. So Arkansas Methodism is in the new editor's bloodstream.
One of the early crises in Workman's tenure was a decision by the
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Mr. and Mrs. Jim Lane (right) of North Little Rock presented
a tape recorder in 19 7 5 for use by the staff of the Arkansas
Methodist. Accepting it are Editor JohnS. Workman and Associate Editor Doris Woolard.

Methodists of Louisiana that they would take over the management and
editing of their conference paper. This meant there would no longer be
a Louisiana Methodist to share general office and overhead costs-the
loss of one-third of the income. Inflationary costs added to this quickly
required $20,000 in emergency funding in 1974.
One might say that this has been a normal condition for the Arkansas
paper. In 1884 the conferences warmly approved the paper but stipulated that the "Conference is not to be responsible for one dollar, either
to purchase the property or to continue its existence." 36 There were
3,000 subscribers then. Dr. Winfield pushed circulation to 8,500 in three
years. In 1890 it was 10,000. But in 1904 when Dr. Millar became
editor, there were thousands of dollars due from delinquent subscribers.
The Waylands made ends meet by a strong campaign each year,
with all the machinery of the church geared to this task and by careful management. Gradually the conferences increased their direct subsidy.
By 1974, however, a strong Board of Managers had assumed larger
responsibility for the paper i:han was usual in the past. The Board considered all possibilities and finally concluded that the two conferences
ought to consider the paper as one of its essential services to the
churches, as well as a channel for accomplishing many of the aims of
the conferences and their agencies. On this basis they proposed that each
conference raise $45,000 annually to carry the whole load of producing
the paper. This plan provided that every Methodist in the state who
desired the paper would receive it without additional cost. The Arkansas
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Conference adopted the plan in June, 1974, when it met; Little Rock
Conference postponed action until a called session met on November
1, at which it adopted the proposal. The paper's circulation has, as a
result, increased from 17,000 to 31,000. This increase in circulation of
seventy-six per cent has been made with an increase in cost of only
seven per cent.
A Higher Obligation

Dr. A. C. Millar, "Grand Old Man" among the Methodists' editors,
undoubtedly spoke for all of them when he wrote on the paper's fiftieth
anniversary:
The denominational paper . .. is under obligation to be loyal to the church
that founds and sustains it, and yet it is under higher obligation to God and
to truth. . . . Absolute loyalty to truth may occasionally require discussion of
wrong tendencies and doubtful policies and respectful criticism of administration . . . . The paper is to be in large measure a maker and molder of sentiment. . .. The editor . .. needs in a very true sense to know his people better
than they know themselves .. .. He is their seer, their prophet! "

